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A new series from New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, Eve Langlais.When urban
fantasy meets outer space you get a galactic adventure with a sassy ship and aliens.Earth: a space
pirate's dream when it comes to booty, but not a good place to hide when bounty hunters come
looking. Pulling up stakes means Rafe must leave his vintage trailer behind, but in the process, he
acquires a passenger, a mouthy female who seems to think she's calling the shots. She'll soon
learn who's the captain.And it isn't Annabelle, his bossy ship.Travel the galaxy with this gypsy pirate
as he looks for treasure--and finds trouble instead. The universe might be out to get him, but he's
not giving in without a fight.
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Good story, no ending. This seems to be the first act of a four part series. A series that I think will be
very good in the end, Well written, but I found it a little confusing. Which I think (hope) will be lifted
with the second book when we are a little further along in the story. Right now our abducted human
heroine hasn't been given much to work with except for a sassy mouth. I live in hope for more from
her in the second book.

Heee! A new space-faring romance from Eve Langlais. *high fives self enthusiastically*So. Rafe is
your average space pirate looking for his next score. Ha. Yeah, right. He's more like a perpetually
horny frat boy who looks to be hiding a secret or two under his nipple-less skin. Sure, he's
convinced that the only good woman can be found on her back, but he soon learns that earth girls
aren't made to take things lying down. No, wait. Some things are better when lying down.
AMIRITE?!?!I know! I make myself laugh, too.Anyway. Rafe and Emma. He's never met a woman
who intrigues him like she does. She's determined to milk her outer space adventure for all its
worth. Even when it lands her in hot water.There's danger brewing in the stars for these two. Just
you wait!-Kelly @ Reading the Paranormal

I was really hoping the expectations I set on this book weren't going to ruin it for me. I'm a long time
reader of Eve's books and she usually never disappoints me but I have been know to set myself up.
Pirates, gypsies and alien are three of my favorite topics to read about. This book promises all
three.OMG she outdid herself. The plot is fantastic, the setting is perfect and I love that the book is
so full of story. The chemistry between the characters is awesome. Two characters that fight almost
the entire book against their attraction makes for witty, sexy banter. I am in love with the sassiness
of Emma and Annabelle. It sets the mood for the entire book. I am dying to know now about the
mysteries surrounding the Rhomanii. I hope the next book will be here soon!!!

You now that feeling when you just finished a good book and found out the journey for the couple
just begun? You do? Well I'm so feeling it freakn right now! Damn cliffys. I hate them. Especially
when you read a blurb of next book and it haunts you because its all you can think about and you
need to wait about two freakn months! But my gut at least says it will be so wroth waiting for.I'm
kinda sad that I read before the other books came out. But on the other side I really enjoyed it, so
there is no way for me to rue the day for deciding to read it now. Lol. It was fun, adventurous with
some sprinkle of action. I loved the spark between Emma and Rafe. They were both entertaining.
And I so need more. Can't wait.

I like this one I just didn't love it. It was too much teasing and not enough action. I did however, like
the madcap space alien gypsy who inadvertently kidnaps the FedEx driver Stan who is really an
Emma.Their adventures were reminiscent of the Tremmers scfi movies int he 70's in one part and
madcap mayhem in others. It was a fun book and one I enjoyed but just didn't love.I am spoiled and

have come to expect a different and better quality of writing from Ms. Langlias. I loved the Species
series and the other she has written but this one just didn't flesh out like her others have.Still a good
story and one I like you will like .

What a spectacular launch to this series! I couldnâ€™t put it down. Between world building and plot
twists I was glued to the pages and enjoyed every minute of it. This novel was action intensive yet
still fun and light-hearted. Langlais balances the best of both to create a universe that Iâ€™m dying
to travel in. The character intensive plot allowed me to experience the different cultures while getting
to know the basis for what promises to be a fantastic series. The intricate world building was
phenomenal, filled with fantastically vivid descriptions. The mystery that begins to unfold has me
guessing left right and centre.As always, Langlaisâ€™ characters are vibrant and unforgettable. The
animated back and forth between them really pulled me in. I love how loud and in your face they
both were at all times. His cockiness and her refusals came together to have me laughing
throughout. The collision of cultures and personalities was priceless. All the while, Langlais
developed these two as well rounded individuals that I truly enjoyed getting to know and couldnâ€™t
get enough of.Not only did I thoroughly enjoy this novel while reading it, Iâ€™m also still thinking
about it now and dying to know what happens next. Langlais has launched her new series with a
flair only known in other galaxies.

If you've read the Alien Abduction series by the same author, you will recognize many similarities in
plot and characterization. For this reason, I deducted one star. However, the chemistry between the
characters is high, and the storyline does make you wonder how it will play out in the end. Speaking
of the end, if you want a clear one, you won't get it here. This is the first book in a new series, and
the ending is a cliffhanger with the next installment due in November.
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